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A mbienta Sustainability Lens

The Hydrogen Economy:  
Too Much Hype, Too Little Science

Can hydrogen, the simplest element of the 
periodic table, become the missing piece 
of the world’s urgent transition to carbon 

neutrality by 2050? 
Because hydrogen does not emit carbon dioxide 
when used, it is touted –once again– as the solu-
tion to decarbonization and is fueling the latest 
hype around the “Hydrogen Economy”, an (overly) 
optimistic scenario where pure hydrogen replaces 
fossil fuels.  In fact, hydrogen has become a pillar 
of the EU’s Green Deal strategy, which includes 
setting up a “hydrogen alliance” to funnel public 
money to businesses developing “green” hydrogen.  
However, nature does not conveniently offer up 
hydrogen in pure form.  This means that sepa-
rating it and exploiting it is expensive and ener-

gy-intensive; it is also carbon-intensive when it 
is produced from fossil fuels, as is the case with 
the vast majority of hydrogen production today.  
The physics of hydrogen should govern our un-
derstanding of its limits.
Ambienta believes that while hydrogen will be a 
viable tool to decarbonize “hard-to-abate” indus-
tries like steel and chemicals, where limited green 
alternatives exist, its sustainable competitiveness 
in other industries must be challenged. The ur-
gency of climate change makes it imperative not 
to waste precious resources on inefficient and il-
lusory chimeras or risk slowing down the overall 
decarbonization process.
Environmentally-minded investors and policymak-
ers should heed this caution.
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Hydrogen’s attractiveness stems from the 
fact that it is the most abundant substance 
in the universe and makes up 75% of its 

mass.  Nuclear fusion of hydrogen is the energy 
source of all stars including the sun, from which 
the earth derives its own energy, and the origin of 
all other elements.   
Since it is the energy source of the universe, then 
why can’t it power our economy?  To put it simply, 
hydrogen does not exist in pure form in nature; 
it is mostly bound with oxygen in water and with 
carbon in fossil fuels.  It must be manufactured 
industrially and, depending on what other energy 
sources it is made from, it is more or less “clean” or 
“dirty” (hence the different shades of color -grey, 
blue, green- used to label hydrogen).
Scientists have been trying to unlock the fuel poten-
tial of hydrogen for over 300 years.  In the 18th cen-
tury, hydrogen was discovered to be “inflammable 
air”. A few years later, the famous French scientist 

Lavoisier baptized 
it with the Greek 
name hydrogen 
(hydro=water and 
genes=to create) 
when he found 
that its combustion 
produces water. 
He also discovered 
that it does not 
produce CO2, and 
this is what makes 
hydrogen so close-
ly connected to our 
decarbonization 
needs. 

The production of hydrogen has been vastly re-
searched over time but its uptake as a green fuel 
has been very slow.  Today, ~99% of hydrogen 
energy is made from fossil fuels (“grey hydrogen”), 
emitting 9-20 kilos of CO2 per kilo of hydrogen 
produced, or 830 M tons/year, slightly more than 
Germany’s entire emissions and around 2% of 
global emissions. 
Its most widespread 
use is as a chemical 
feedstock for oil re-
fining and ammonia 
production. It has 
also made small 
inroads in niche ap-
plications like rocket fuel: its low weight per unit 
of energy and its explosive properties are ideal 
to allow rockets to escape the gravitational pull. 
One way to decarbonize hydrogen is to capture 
and store the CO2 released during the production 
process, thus creating “blue hydrogen”.  Although 
this is a quick fix to reduce CO2 emissions, it re-
mains anchored to fossil fuels and creates storage 
challenges in terms of costs and space. The most 
cost efficient method of storing the captured CO2 
is by exploiting nearby depleted underground gas 
and oil deposits. Understandably, this has limited 
applicability from a mere geographical perspec-
tive.
Only “green hydrogen” is truly carbon-neutral 
since it is made by using renewable electricity to 
power the electrochemical process of electrolysis 
(the separation of water into hydrogen and oxy-
gen). Using anything but renewable energy at the 
source only shifts emissions from consumption 
to production.  

The Saturn V rocket launched by NASA 
was propelled by liquid hydrogen

The Science Behind the Hype

“TODAY, 99% 
OF HYDROGEN 
IS PRODUCED

FROM FOSSIL FUELS”

Exhibit 1: Evolution of the Hydrogen Value Chain
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Hydrogen has been repeatedly touted as the fuel of 
the future.  But the costs and complexity associated 
with it have stunted its development. The idea of a 
“Hydrogen Economy” was first theorized in 1970 in 
the U.S., in reaction to concerns over the depletion 
of fossil fuels and America’s overdependence on 
Middle Eastern oil.  Since then, it has re-emerged 
at regular intervals, escalating into a series of hypes 
that were spurred mostly by temporary surges in 
oil prices, political declarations of intent to reach 
energy independence and early environmental 
concerns.  The previous European attempt, the 
so-called “HyWays” strategy of 2008 that cost ~1.4 
Billion € and that aimed at bringing 2.5 million hy-

drogen-fueled vehicles on European roads by 2020, 
turned out to be yet another failure: today hydrogen 
fuels only 25,000 vehicles worldwide. 
These hypes resulted in temporary rushes of R&D 
investments and lofty political promises of new, 
ambitious targets.  But not much more.  After the 
dust settled, the sobering realities of hydrogen’s 
limitations settled in.  Hydrogen has not reached 
the large-scale commercial roll out needed to 
make its production, storage, and transportation 
cost competitive against alternative fuel sources. 
It is no wonder:  industrial revolutions, unlike IT, 
develop along lengthy, expensive paths that are 
replete with trials and challenges. 

Exhibit 2:  The Hydrogen Economy: a Series of Hype Cycles 

The Hydrogen Economy: A Long History of False Dawns

“REPLACING CURRENT 
GREY HYDROGEN 

DEMAND WITH GREEN 
HYDROGEN WOULD 

TRANSLATE IN A 800 GW 
ELECTROLYZERS MARKET”

Why Today Is Different

Today, environmental concerns have riveted atten-
tion around hydrogen once again, presenting it as 
a critical factor to reach carbon neutrality by 2050. 
Indeed, in sectors where we believe decarboni-
zation through green hydrogen should be prior-
itized, as in chemicals, steel, cement, aviation and 
shipping, it has the potential to eliminate ~15% of 
GHG emissions. 
The current wave of interest is driven by four main 
factors which suggest that time could finally be 
ripe for a Hydrogen Economy to materialize:
1. The 2050 carbon neutrality goals, to which

53% of world GDP has already been commit-
ted, are pushing research in favour of decar-

bonization solutions and are questioning the 
terminal value of fossil fuel assets, from coal 
to oil and gas, forcing companies to reinvent 
their businesses.

2. The EU’s political thrust behind its “hydrogen
strategy”, which brings together private busi-
ness and EU money to scale up hy-
drogen supply and increase energy
independence.

3. A significant drop in renewable elec-
tricity costs.

4. The falling electrolysis systems costs 
expected to accelerate as the indus-
try scales up.

Green Hydrogen: The Opportunities

Green hydrogen has the potential to decarbonize 
many end-uses across four basic applications (see 
the scheme in Exhibit 1):
• Chemical	 feedstock:	 	Where hydrogen is

used for its chemical properties, such as in
oil refining and ammonia production (~99%
of currently produced hydrogen), substituting
grey hydrogen with green hydrogen is the only 
way towards decarbonization.

•	 Thermal	energy: In theory, hydrogen is an ide-
al candidate to decarbonize thermal energy

because it burns hot (>2100° C in air) and clean 
(zero CO2 emissions). 

• Mechanical	energy: Hydrogen can be used
to generate mechanical energy either through
combustion engines or fuel cells, with potential 
applications in all transportation sectors.

•	 Electricity	storage:	Green hydrogen is effec-
tively “liquid renewable energy” that can be
transformed back into electricity through gas
turbines or fuel cells, providing a potential tool 
to decouple production from consumption.

OPEC’s
The
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Exhibit	3:	Market	Potential	of	Green	Hydrogen	Production

Exhibit 4:  Energy Efficiency Comparisons in Hydrogen Production
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Green Hydrogen: The Challenges

A Green Hydrogen economy faces four key chal-
lenges:
• Energy	efficiency:	The conversion of electric-

ity to hydrogen and back is inefficient. Plus,
hydrogen’s low (volumetric) energy density
requires that it be stored at high pressures or
through liquefaction, which further increases

energy loss across the value chain. Depending 
on the final use, 50% to 80% of the renewable 
energy generated is lost along the processing 
steps (see Exhibit 4).

• Cost:	Green hydrogen is currently 3-5 times
more expensive than grey hydrogen to pro-
duce. Optimistic projections foresee that this

The growth potential for the green hydrogen 
market is tremendous. If only current hydrogen 
production levels of 70 M tons/year were to be-
come green, demand for electrolyzer capacity 
could surge to ~800 GW vs 0.1 GW in 2019. It is 
quite rare to find markets that can grow by a factor 
of 8000 over a few years. Furthermore, to power 
these electrolyzers, massive increases in renew-
able capacity installations will be needed. Indeed, 
every kilo of hydrogen requires around 50 kWh 
of renewable energy to be produced. This corre-
sponds to about 1,500 GW of additional renewable 
capacity installations, equivalent to the current re-
newable capacity installed worldwide, to produce 
the 3,500 TWh of electricity needed, equivalent to 
the entire electricity produced in Europe in 2019.
Greater growth potential lies ahead. Other sectors 
with limited decarbonization alternatives (steel, 
cement, aviation, shipping) could drive hydrogen 

growth by ~400 M tons/year and require 5500 
GW of additional electrolyzer capacity. In turn 
we will need 10,000 GW of additional renewable 
capacity, about 8 times the renewable capacity 
installed today, to produce the 25,000 TWh of elec-
tricity needed, equivalent to the entire electricity 
produced globally in 2019. But the technology 
to power up these sectors with hydrogen is still 
not ready on a commercial scale and will likely 
require 5-10 more years of research and testing 
to get there, and far longer to reach meaningful 
penetrations.
Notwithstanding the opportunities, hydrogen is 
not a blanket panacea for all applications: it does 
not make sense and is not the best solution across 
the board. Its use in individual applications must 
be carefully assessed. Please see Ambienta’s anal-
yses below regarding hydrogen end-uses in grid 
distribution and transport.



Will Grids ever deliver HydroGen to our Homes?
 
Utilities across Europe are planning to convert gas grids to hydrogen, initially blending it with 
natural gas. Although technically hydrogen can be a carbon neutral alternative to natural gas, it is 
not the most efficient for at least ¾ of its uses: 
• In power generation, renewable electricity can be used directly much more efficiently, paired with 

battery storage for grid stability and dispatching.
• In space and water heating, heat pumps and electric boilers are a more efficient decarbonization 

solution, ideally in conjunction with better thermal insulation of buildings. 
Two additional considerations need to be made in assessing the possibility of converting gas grids 
to hydrogen:

safety: Bringing pure hydrogen to our homes poses serious safety risks. While the risk in industrial 
settings and in mobility applications can be managed and mitigated, it is much harder to guar-
antee safety controls on millions of “last mile” pipelines, with potential dramatic consequences. 
Experimental data simulating the ignition of a room filled with gas shows that a pure hydrogen 
explosion can destroy brick walls at over 30 meters compared to 2 meters for pure methane. 

the blending illusion: converting the gas grid to a 20% hydrogen – 80% natural gas blend gives 
limited emission reductions for an increase in cost for 
consumers. Hydrogen has a lower volumetric energy 
density than natural gas (~1/3), which produces three 
different effects.
1) CO2 reduction is limited: only 7% of energy in fact 

comes from hydrogen, and therefore emissions are 
reduced by only 7%.

2) A larger volume of gas will be needed by users to 
obtain the same energy, and volume, not calories, is 
what drives the bill: since calories per cubic meter of 
the mixture would be ~15% lower, then volume will 
need to be ~15% higher for the same thermal output, 
thus raising the bill by ~15%.  

3) The cost of the mixture for gas distributors does not 
increase significantly. Since a 20% hydrogen mixture 
contains only 3% hydrogen in weight (18 grams), the 
total cost of the mixture will marginally increase even 
at current hydrogen costs of 3-5 $/kg.

All in all, a 20% hydrogen – 80% methane mixture in the 
grid, without changes to tariffs, would raise the bill for 
consumers by ~15% for a mere 7% reduction in emis-
sions. 
Conversely, if the equivalent renewable energy was 
used to power heat pumps, it would produce 5x the 
amount of carbon-free heat, reducing emissions by 
~35%. That confirms that whenever available, direct 
electrification is always the preferred solution.
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An experiment recreating the ignition of a room filled with gas to measure the power of the 
shockwave found that a pure hydrogen explosion can reach an overpressure 40 times higher than 
pure methane and can destroy brick walls at 16 times the distance.
 

exhibit 5: intensity of Hydrogen 
and methane explosions 

gap will close by 2050. But this is only one 
part of the problem and only relates to the 
substitution of grey hydrogen currently in use 
with green hydrogen. For future applications, 
the benchmark will not be grey hydrogen, but 
cheaper fossil fuels. In steel-making for exam-
ple, the production cost using green hydrogen 
at today’s Levelized Cost of Hydrogen (LCOH) 
of 4 $/kg would increase by ~50% compared 
to cheap coal, and even assuming green hy-
drogen’s cost (LCOH) will drop to 1 $/kg, steel 
production cost would still be ~15% higher.

•	 Technology	readiness: The use of hydrogen 
in hard-to-abate sectors such as steel, ce-
ment, aviation and shipping, is still immature 

from a technological point of view, as only 
pilot projects exist today. Airbus has recently 
announced the ambition to develop the first hy-
drogen-propelled commercial aircraft by 2035.  
In shipping, hydrogen can be more readily used 
in the form of ammonia rather than in pure form, 
but also in this case technology is still in a test-
ing phase.

•	 Safety: Hydrogen’s high reactivity and flam-
mability pose security risks that require very 
sophisticated safety controls.  This may be 
manageable in industrial contexts, but it is es-
pecially dangerous in end-uses involving retail 
consumers, where incidents could have serious 
consequences (see Exhibit 5). 



•	 Political	support:	Only political support and 
subsidies will drive hydrogen’s massive uptake. 
The pace of government announcements 
embracing hydrogen strategies worldwide has 
gained an impressive momentum in recent 
months. Of these, Europe’s Green Deal, which 
presents hydrogen as a key protagonist, is 

the most far-reaching. Ambienta analysis on 
the Green Deal is available in the previous  
Ambienta’s newsletter. But while subsidies 
and policy support could “flatten” the 
competitive landscape for years to come, their 
retraction could stall the process.

•	 Uncertain	costs:	The progress of the cost 
curve to reach the 70%-80% cost reduction 
necessary to compete with grey hydrogen 
remains uncertain and increases in the case 
of other fossil fuel benchmarks.  Ambienta 

estimates that even NEOM, the largest green 
hydrogen production project designed un-
der the best possible conditions, will produce 
green hydrogen at 3 times the current cost of 
grey hydrogen, and will deliver hydrogen for 
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The Hydrogen Investment Puzzle 

The mounting hydrogen hype resulted in hy-
drogen “pure players” becoming the darlings 
of the stock market over the last year.  Listings 
of companies with revenues of a few tens of 
millions that do not yet show a profit are now 
valued at over a billion (~70 times revenues 
on average) and have grown five-fold in one 
year.  Yet, some of these players have existed 
for 40 years but have no substantial progress to 
boast of, while others have not even launched 

hydrogen-related products yet.
Betting on startups with good intentions but 
unproven business models, little revenues and 
no profits, is a risky business:  besides a handful 
of actual green success stories, like Tesla, the 
reality is that achieving big breakthroughs runs 
up against a host of very real challenges, ever 
greater in the case of hydrogen.  
On the other hand, large industrial groups which 
operate across the value chain are scrambling 
to capture opportunities, but the entity of the in-
vestment required, the timeline to profit  and the 
extent to which green hydrogen will penetrate 
the economy, are totally unclear.  Furthermore, 
other parts of their current business are set to 
be disrupted by the rise of green hydrogen.
Nonetheless, there has never been a better time 
to take part in hydrogen technology:  the situ-
ation offers many high risk/return investment 
opportunities which can be surfed successfully 
for some time at least.
However, investors like Ambienta seeking 
long term sustainable competitive advantages 
and attractive risk/return profiles are faced 
with an evolving scenario riddled with more 
uncertainties. 

Exhibit 6: Extraordinary Hydrogen 
Players’	Stock	Appreciation	over	1	Year	

Uncertainties and Challenges

Exhibit 7:  Hydrogen Investments and Targets in the EU 
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www.ambientasgr.com/the-impact-of-the-green-deal-and-recovery-fund-on-sustainability-investments-in-europe/


Opportunities

The investment scenario revolves almost en-
tirely around subsidies-driven opportunities.  
For Private Equity investors, the potential tem-
porary nature of political subsidies suggests 
a cautionary approach, while Public Market 
investors can seize opportunities generated 
by the inherent oscillations.  Investors should 
look across several areas of the hydrogen val-
ue chain rather than in specific technologies 
or end-user applications, where outcomes are 
still unclear: 
•	 Renewable	 energy	 value	 chain	 players:	 

These provide the safest and most truly sus-
tainable opportunities. They allow benefiting 
from green hydrogen without taking a risk 
on the outcome of the competition between 
electrification and green hydrogen:  they are 
set to enjoy excess growth in case green hy-
drogen wins, but will benefit anyway from a 
direct electrification scenario.

•	 Hydrogen	handling	equipment: Industrial 
gas players with decades of know-how in 
grey hydrogen handling can benefit from 

the expansion of green 
hydrogen uses to other 
applications.  Converse-
ly, the same players need 
to forego an asset transi-
tion by disposing of grey 
hydrogen-related assets.

•	 Electrolyzer	manufactur-
ers: Although the market size is 
expected to increase considerably, the core 
technologies are mature and known.  The key 
will be to achieve economies of scale and low 
production costs, with the risk of offshore 
producers gaining an edge, similarly to what 
happened in the solar panels value chain.

•	 Fuel	cells:	Technology will be a more central 
driver compared to electrolyzers, especially in 
mobility applications, but will face competi-
tion from BEVs in the largest demand bucket:  
road transport.  In this sector it will be a cost 
versus convenience competition, and hydro-
gen is starting from a disadvantaged position 
(see box below). 

mobility applications at 2-4 times the equiv-
alent cost of diesel.

•	 Greenwashing:	Investors keen on sustaina-
bility need to be wary of the risks that come 
with the hydrogen hype. Hydrogen, espe-
cially blue hydrogen, can be leveraged to 
prolong our dependance on fossil fuels and 

is being portrayed for uses where it is not 
the best option.  From a resource efficiency 
point of view, direct electrification is always 
the best alternative and should be prioritized 
where viable. For a detailed analysis of elec-
trification, please see Ambienta’s newslet-
ter.
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Exhibit 8: The Neom Project: Estimates of Hydrogen Production Costs 
and Delivery Price 

NEOM is a futuristic smart city to be built in Saudi Arabia as a showcase 
of applied technology. 

It will include the largest green hydrogen production facility announced to date: 
producing green hydrogen from 4 GW of wind and solar power, converting it into 
ammonia for maritime transportation and reconverting it into hydrogen at delivery

Project

,

“THE SAFEST AND MOST 
TRULY SUSTAINABLE 

OPPORTUNITIES 
LIE WITHIN RENEWABLE 

ENERGY PLAYERS”

www.ambientasgr.com/the-electricity-transition-10-years-into-the-game-and-much-more-to-come


Today the Hydrogen Economy is probably truly on 
the verge of materializing, after many false dawns.  
Fueled by the urgency of climate change and the 
need to meet carbon neutrality by 2050, political 
will, especially in the EU, has gained momentum 
in making green hydrogen a key player in the 
decarbonization process.  Only political thrust 
can push forward the massive upscaling required 
to make hydrogen efficient and cost competitive.  
The economics and technology behind the trans-
formation of a fuel that today is still 99% fossil 
fuel-based point to a way forward that is riddled 

with uncertainty and challenges.
Hydrogen is still incredibly expen-
sive.  Capital allocation of public 
spending needs to be driven by 
scientific rationale and energy ef-
ficiency, prioritizing applications 
where hydrogen is the only scalable 
decarbonization alternative such as 

in steel, cement, aviation and shipping. Further, 
green hydrogen presents key challenges in terms 
of safety; greenwashing is an additional concern 
for investors keen on sustainable transparency.
Nonetheless, the market opportunity is enormous, 
providing some of the greatest potentials in en-
ergy in the next decades.  Even if only applied to 
existing grey hydrogen applications, producing 
70 M tons/year of hydrogen through renewables 
and electrolyzers could create a demand for ~800 
GW of electrolyzer capacity.  Yet, identifying clear 
winners in an industry where the business model 
is being overhauled will prove to be difficult.  
For these reasons, both our Public Market di-
vision Ambienta X and our PE arm (which will 
probably find opportunities later on in the adop-
tion curve) look for sustainable investments that 
are not linked to specific technologies or end 
applications, and therefore provide a smoother 
risk-return profile.

Conclusion 

ROAD TRANSPORT:  BATTERIES OR FUEL CELLS?

What is the best solution to decarbonize road transport, electric 
batteries or hydrogen fuel cells? The debate is still open. 

In passenger vehicles, recent progress in range and charging 
speed made by battery technology has overcome initial draw-
backs. The gap in infrastructure and existing model choice, 
expected to significantly widen in the next few years, sets the 
stage for the dominance of Battery Electric Vehicles. Even in 
light duty transportation, most OEMs have already embraced 
BEVs.

Uncertainties prevail regarding heavy duty, long haul trucks: 
hydrogen seems to be most convenient due to battery weight 
and volume, but the operating cost difference would favour 
electric batteries. Technological improvements in battery tech-
nology and other charging solutions (such as overhead lines) 
are likely to reduce the convenience gap. Adapting existing 
platforms to run on hydrogen is cheaper for OEMs compared 
to developing BEVs, but ultimately the most efficient solution 
will prevail.

AMBIENTA is a sustainability-focused European asset manager 
with AUM of ca. €1.5 billion, and a leader in applying environmental 
sustainability trends to investing. Operating out of Milan, London, 
Paris and Düsseldorf, Ambienta is focused on investing in private 
and public companies driven by environmental megatrends. In 
private equity markets, Ambienta manages the world’s largest 
capital pool for this strategy and has completed thirty-nine 
investments” throughout Europe in the areas of resource efficiency 
and pollution control. In public equity markets, Ambienta has 
pioneered the world’s first absolute return fund entirely focused on 
environmental sustainability.
For further information please visit www.ambientasgr.com

Milan - London - Paris - Dusseldorf
www.ambientasgr.com

“CAPITAL ALLOCATION NEEDS 
TO BE DRIVEN BY EFFICIENCY: 

HYDROGEN SHOULD BE 
USED WHERE IT IS THE ONLY 

SCALABLE DECARBONIZATION 
SOLUTION”
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Exhibit	9:	Comparison	of	key	KPIs	between	
battery electric and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles




